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opinionlab: turn on the power of feedback

what can [+] do for you

[+] is your gateway to real-time feedback from engaged 
customers. People in over 200 countries click or tap this 
familiar symbol, submitting more than 1 million comments 
in over 40 languages each month. And leading brands 
worldwide rely on our real-time analysis engine to 
understand customers and improve their experiences in

web
page-specific VoC helps move the needle on satisfaction 
and conversion

mobile
context-rich mobile solutions stream actionable insight 
from anywhere

store
location-based technology gathers feedback from 
shoppers while they browse merchandise or wait at 
checkout—or as they walk out the door without buying 
at all

product
real-time tools gather in-the-moment input from 
customers using products in real life

what’s behind [+]

[+] initiates customer conversations for hundreds of 
leading global brands, including Walmart, Bank of 
America, Ford Motor Company, and nearly half the 
Fortune 50. On the backend, our patented capture and 
management engine structures raw VoC data, and our 
professional services team translates that information into 
plans of action. 

research design
strategy teams identify and evaluate VoC goals, then 
customize feedback programs to support key initiatives

data collection
from opt-in comment cards to event-driven surveys, 
OpinionLab provides a holistic set of VoC-collection tools 
for every brand channel

analysis
OpinionLab analysts translate metrics into meaningful 
action, taking deep dives into VoC data to tease out high-
level insights as well as strategic and tactical goals

reporting
real-time reports identify issues, track trends, alert 
stakeholders to changes, benchmark success against 
competitors, and bucket VoC data according to topic, 
sentiment, and volume

who is [+]

OpinionLab is leading a Voice of Customer (VoC) revolution, powered by the value of feedback anytime, anywhere. 
After 13 years on the front line of VoC innovation, we’ve built the only omni-channel solution that captures and manages 
real-time feedback from websites, mobile platforms, stores, and products. In short, we’re revealing what consumers 
everywhere want and need, improving customer experience across the board. Today, hundreds of leading global brands 
rely on our familiar [+] feedback symbol to better acquire, engage, and retain customers through actionable insight. 

OpinionLab is headquartered outside of Chicago and empowers customer-centric breakthroughs worldwide.

“OpinionLab Voice of Customer has literally transformed our organization. More than a dozen groups use the feedback daily. VoC 

gives us direct visibility to the actual customer experience and helps us clearly understand and immediately address any issues.”

With customer-driven feedback at our core, we have built the most holistic suite of VoC-collection tools 
available today.

Today’s consumers are more empowered than ever before. They take ownership in your brand and want 
their voices to be heard. Are you listening?


